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Introduction
In a nutshell, the Y-GEN system made by 4-Soft is a data transferal system
utilizing the proprietary code and storage systems allied to blockchain
technology, providing a high level of reliability to all data transactions. In this
paper we will go through the operation of the Y-GEN formula in general. 

The solution allows the use case being made on practically everything
connected to today's world wide web and is applicable by the APIs developed by
the 4-Soft’s team. Y-GEN's ability to provide implementation-independent data
and documentation transferal system creates an ecosystem where the data is
available at instance with ensuring safety. This paper reviews the basic
operation of the system reports the status of the Y-GEN's software and
information, and describes the potential use cases.

Operation
The system is fully functional in the layer 2 and 3 of the system, allowing
enterprises to integrate the system without redoing their current software and
hardware. The core system is called via API structure, which is linked to the
Y-GEN's DAPP and directly to the Y-GEN's Blockchain. 

The system has 3 (three) stages of encryption and data sharing (GENING)
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The system detects the type of input (txt., docx., pdf., xml. ...)
and converts it to the default Y-GEN structure. The input is not
compromised and is never seen by a human eye, nor it can be
downloaded with the admin allowance.

The Y-GEN data packages are sent through the APIs of the
system and linked to the third step.

The Y-GEN data is loaded to the blockchain and sent to the
selected recipient.
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After the GENING is complete the Y-GEN is stored in the blockchain until the
recipient activates his harvesting option with a Y-GEN name imbedded.
Y-GEN

Y-GEN is the core function of the system, storing the data, data name, data
information, and a unique name identifying the Y-GEN package. The Y-GEN
cannot be recognized by any other system nor can it be edited outside the active
GENING area.
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Y-GEN seeding

The seeding function is activated by the sending user (Y-GEN seeder) once the
Y-GEN is created and available to be withdrawn by the selected recipient (Y-GEN
harvester).
Y-GEN harvesting

The harvesting function of Y-GEN is activated once the Y-GEN harvester asks for
permission for the data to be held on his system. The harvesting function is only
available if both the Y-GEN seeder and Y-GEN harvester are active.
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Y-GEN silos

The Y-GEN seeder can ask for a Y-GEN silo to be created on the system
(effectively becoming Y-GEN silos seeder), where the sidechain with the Y-GEN is
established, allowing data to be short-store or long-stored in the system.



Y-GEN silos drying

To ensure the safety of the storage, the data is re-written on every second cycle
of the sidechain.
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Y-GEN silos seeder

The Y-GEN silos seeder can at any time withdraw the files from the Y-GEN silo
and can establish a safe-node with silo data being replaced by updated data.
The data is re-written on the same Y-GEN and is replaced once the silos enter
the second Y-GEN silos drying cycle. The harvest data is stored in Y-GEN silo's
history.



Y-GEN silos harvester

The Y-GEN silos seeder can at any time give the Y-GEN silos harvester the
necessary allowance for the data to be shared. The harvest data is stored in
Y-GEN silo's history.



Y-GEN bunker

The Y-GEN seeder can ask for a Y-GEN bunker to be created on the system
(effectively becoming Y-GEN bunker seeder), where the closed sidechain with
the Y-GEN is established, allowing data to be cold-stored in the system.



Y-GEN bunker seeder

The Y-GEN bunker seeder can harvest the Y-GEN at any time; however, the
bunker will be deleted. There is no possibility of editing the Y-GEN, nor can the
Y-GEN be harvested by any other user than the Y-GEN bunker seeder.



Y-GEN bulletproof 

The Y-GEN bulletproof system allows the Y-GEN seeder to safety lock the files,
the system overwrites the operating system (OS) used by the Y-GEN harvester
and applies the Y-GEN bulletproof system allowing for data do be opened
without a possibility of them being copied, downloaded, screenshotted or
recorded.
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Y-GEN implementation and improvements
Y-GEN implementation

The Y-GEN implementation is done by simply switching server-based data
transfer APIs with Y-GEN ones. The system is online once the first API is
connected to the blockchain with a password (private key) of the system's
admin. 



Y-GEN blockchain

The Y-GEN is currently utilizing the IBM Hyperledger Fabric blockchain as a pilot
project test, however, the team wants the Y-GEN blockchain to be developed in
the following months, allowing the Y-GEN system to upgrade on its' features and
speed times.
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